
 

 

(Roseborough, cont…) conducted Internet research to find a 
way to embody my inquiries, and I found it in the popular 
encyclopedia site, Wikipedia. The site features an entry titled, 
"List of Ethnic Slurs." Along with the terms I found there, I 
added slurs around gender, sexuality, and sexual identity. 

On September 14, 2014, I counted the words per entry for 
each slur that warranted its own page, surmising that a word 
that held more cultural currency would warrant more 
discussion, more words devoted to its history, use, and current 
relevance. I note the date, because Wikipedia's content is user 
generated, and the qualities of any particular article might 
change over time. 

In general, my theory regarding the attention paid to particular 
slurs was supported by what I admit to be an informal and 
unscientific test. The slurs that I hear most -- those that are 
most controversial in culture, received much more discussion 
(measured in words) than those that had more currency in the 
past, but had since become more or less obsolete. My hope is 
that all of the words in the list, and other slurs and 
derogations, will fall into obscurity as we move into the future. 

"Retiring Words," the title of the artwork of which this writing is 
a part, has a twofold meaning: Many of the words in the 
artwork are retiring from use due to the silence around them, 
while society would be greatly improved if those still present 
in the cultural imagination were gradually retired from 
circulation. Perhaps we will see a day when words referring to 
groups of human beings will transform from degrading to 
life-affirming. Until then, we should be in the business of 
retiring these derogatory terms. 
 

/// ANTHONY JULIUS WILLIAMS 

James Baldwin in Take This Hammer (KQED, 1964) (2014) | 
Performance, November 14 at 8pm 
 
Anthony Julius Williams is a multimedia theater artist whose 
work addresses issues of social justice and sustainable 
communities. James Baldwin's historic visit to San Francisco in 
1963 to discuss "urban renewal" and the black youth crisis was 
captured in the 1964 PBS documentary Take This Hammer. 
The video is remarkable for its direct address of social issues 
that remain critically relevant to today's San Francisco, 
including gentrification and race relations. The video closes 
with a powerful monologue explaining the invention and 
deployment of the word "nigger." In keeping with the recent 
trend within contemporary performance of re-performing 
works by iconic art world figures, Anthony recreates James 
Baldwin's trenchant analysis of the word "nigger" through a 

live re-performance of the Take This Hammer monologue as 
part of the N/Q/C exhibition. The performance will include 
minimalist costuming and props. The net effect is to provide 
audiences with an understanding of the intersection of race, 
sexuality, community, and language that is not only 
intellectual, political, and historical, but also visceral. 

/// JASON WYMAN 

Queer Is… (2014) | Zine and single-channel video 

 
Artist, writer, and curator Jason Wyman defines Q/queer as 
"loving fearlessly, transforming radically, and compassionately 
mirroring". The word in this context has little to do with 
sexuality or gender. Rather, it is a sense of ideals, values, and 
behaviors that makes one Q/queer.  

Wyman is currently investigating belonging in collaboration 
with OutLook Theater Project, 14 Black Poppies, the San 
Francisco Public Library, and other partners. During this 
investigation, Wyman interviews people from all cultures, 
ideals, families, geographies, ages, and expressions with the 
simple question “Where do you belong?” Responses are 
deeply reflective and personal. They call into existence 
personal histories and fantastical possibilities. As Wyman 
listened to these responses, he started questioning where he 
belonged. He began his personal investigation by mining old 
photos from birth to present day. As he flipped through 
memories, it became abundantly clear: he belongs in Q/queer. 

For the N/Q/C video Queer is..., Wyman was aesthetically 
inspired by two things: gifs and the discotheque (a space he's 
always felt he belonged). This video is a series of strobe-like 
gifs that both draw and repel the viewer, just like the word 
queer. He uses the phrase "Queer is..." in big, bold letters to 
immediately establish context. Then, it briefly flashes one of 
the definitions. Next, a flash of a photograph from his life that 
depicts that definition. A total of 75 gifs were created and 
strung together documenting the evolution of Wyman into the 
queer he is today. 

He also provides a zine: Compassionate Mirror: My Reflection 
of Q/queer, that delves deeper into his definition — available 
to take away for free so viewers can take queer with them. 
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/////////////// NIGGER/QUEER/CUNT 
An Exhibition About Difficult Words /// Works by Craig Calderwood, Rodney Ewing, Geri Montano, 
Anthony Julius Williams, Jason Wyman, and others. 
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Nigger, Queer, Cunt… These three words have a 
complex history where usage, meaning, and 
acceptance have morphed over time. Each word 
has been a threat and a term of endearment, has 
polarized the community it references, and has 
been claimed or reclaimed with varying degrees of 
success. Each can be used by some with ease and 
by others with visceral discomfort. 

Nigger / Queer / Cunt (N/Q/C) is a group exhibition 
exploring and unpacking the usage, history, and 
weight of these words. How they are explored is 
opened to interpretation and discussion by each of 
the artists as they’ve been commissioned to create 
work for the show with pen, brush, body, and word, 
and an accompanying publication offers further 
contemplation by the artists and curator. 

N/Q/C is a continuation of Issued ID, an ongoing 
series of exhibitions, writing, conversations, and 
events unpacking the impositions of identity. 

“Issued ID” references the government-issued 
identification cards that define an individual by 
seemingly simple surface traits—age, race, gender, 
height—but is also a play on words, reflecting the 
many “issues” brought up by being forced to define 
a person in glib terms and the complexities of an 
identity that does not fall into a single check-box. 

Launched in 2013 with the eponymous exhibition at 
ASC Projects, and curated and collected by 
Rhiannon Evans MacFadyen, Issued ID offers a 
common thread of dialogue about the struggle for 
definition when you’re not easily defined. 

 
/// LIST OF WORKS / IMAGES                                 . 

Craig Calderwood | Scooby Doo (2014) Micron pen on 

cotton paper | 30 x 22 ½ inches 

EVNS | There’s something wrong with Henry Miller (Cunt 
Confusion) (2014) Mounted digital print with hand work, 

found book | 7 x 13 inches 

Rodney Ewing | 6 Letter Word (2014) Mixed media on 
chalkboard | 6 Panels, 12 x 8 inches each 

Geri Montano | Effacing the Cunt (2014) Mixed media on 
paper | 44 x 30 inches 

Tim Roseborough | Retiring Words (2014) Advertisement, 
essay, and custom website: retiringwords.com 

Anthony Julius Williams | James Baldwin in Take This 
Hammer (KQED, 1964) (2014) | Performance Nov 14 at 8pm 

Jason Wyman | Queer Is… (2014) | Single-channel digital 
video, 5:30 minutes, and zine | both open editions 

 
Interested in content-driven work, ASC Projects promotes and exhibits artists pushing boundaries of scope, scale, medium, 
venue, and dialogue, and offers programming to facilitate conversation, enrichment, and collaborative projects. 



 

 

/// CRAIG CALDERWOOD 

Scooby-Do (2014) micron pen on paper 
 

 
Continuing off my series "559," I further explore the theme of 
the "queer child" as it pertains to my childhood. The Word 
"Queer" is a subversive space, outside of normalcy, it is 
perverted, abnormal, and bizarre. In engaging that definition it 
becomes a space to rebel against the norm, it's the allowance 
to explore desire uninhibited, transform your body, and 
redefine yourself. In the piece, "Scooby Doo" I engage the 
fears and desires I had as a queer child. The continual fear of 
knowing the things you desire will eventually kill you and how 
that fear becomes eroticized over time. I juxtapoz the themes 
of sexual exploration with that of solving mysteries while 
expressing this through "Role-play". 
 

/// EVNS 

There’s something wrong with Henry Miller (Cunt Confusion) 
(2014) digital print with hand work, found book 

 
“CUNT” Typed violently and madly across the excess words 
on a page, leaving only the confused rantings of a misogynist 
genius psychopath about a body part. Or is it about women. 

The two are interchangeable, right? I end, then, with my 
own bodily epithet for dear Henry. “What a dick!” 
 

/// RODNEY EWING 

A Six Letter Word (2014) mixed-media on vintage board 

 
It is interesting how language can come full circle. When I 

was a child, the “N” was a call to arms, an alarm, a 

precursor to violence upon our bodies. Then something 

amazing happened. During the 70’s, Black culture in 

America reclaimed the word, and for a generation of Black 

youth, it became something more than a signal of 

degradation. When spoken from Black lips to Black ears, it 

became another word for family; it was warm and familiar, 

a secret greeting between friends, and a vehicle for 

humor that was no longer at the expense of Black culture. 

But as the term gained acceptance, it began to be used 

and heard more. It soon found a home in popular culture. 

You began to hear it in our music, now, being played on 

mainstream radio. You heard it in the dialogue from our 

popular comedians, who were also gaining national 

exposure. Inevitably, the word found its way into the 

vocabulary of others who did and do not understand the 

origin or history of the word to the Black community. Now, 

the word is used as easily and freely as any other 

adjective in the English language, with no consequence 

for those within earshot, or what it means to them. 

For this project, I have created a loose acronym of the 

word “Nigger,” by assigning a different definition for each  
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letter in the word.  Along with each letter and definition is an 

image of an African American who, most likely, encountered 

the word and its negative effects during their lives.  With this 

installation, I am not reclaiming the word, because at this 

point it has become an entity with a life of its own.  But with 

this work, I can briefly redirect its course to serve a new 

purpose beyond bigotry, sensationalism, and entertainment. 

 

/// GERI MONTANO 

Effacing the Cunt (2014), mixed media on paper 

 
I created the drawing, Effacing the Cunt by first using 

graphite pencil to create a wedged shaped cuneiform pattern 

with the prefixes from words related to cunt. I then erased 

them and added the charcoal portrait of the late artist, Ana 

Mendieta from her, Untitled (Glass on Body Imprints) series. 

This provocative image of a strong woman artist’s face 

smashed against glass creates a distressing, yet seductive 

vision with her lips appearing as female genitalia. 

With this project I am working with the word cunt. A word 

which still has the power to offend and shock. Cunt is not a 

derogatory word, but depends on the context in which it is 

used, where it can often be perceived as such. Cunt is an 

ancient word originally used as a title of respect for a 

woman. There are many related words to be found worldwide 

and all of these can be defined as “quintessentially feminine”. 

The word cuneiform is derived from kunta, meaning female 

genitalia. Cuneiform is the most ancient form of writing. In 

ancient Mesopotamia a Sumerian woman, priestess, and 

poet by the name of Enheduanna, was the first ever to sign 

her works on cuneiform. Therefore becoming the first 

signed author in history. 

The accomplishments of women throughout history have 

often been hidden or erased and including linguistic 

history. I have created this piece as a homage to one of 

my favorite accomplished women artists, the late Ana 

Mendieta. I also created this work to celebrate the power 

of the female written word of which the historically rich 

word, “cunt” is my new favorite.  

 

/// TIM ROSEBOROUGH 

Tim Roseborough, Retiring Words, 2014, advertisement, 
essay, and custom website: retiringwords.com 

 

I was invited to participate in a show titled, "N/Q/C: An 

Exhibition About Difficult Words." I find the words featured 

as the subject of the show to be such an affront to my 

sense of well–being and existence that my first inclination 

was to decline participation. Ultimately, I determined a way 

to contribute to the show in a manner I found satisfying 

and which allowed me to add my personal viewpoint to 

the subject. In sum, I would like the three slurs featured in 

the show to meet obsolescence like other slurs have, 

through the 20th and early 21st centuries. 

I challenged myself to visualize the cultural relevance of 

these slurs. How could I describe the manner in which 

some derogatory terms have persisted, while others have 

faded into the recesses of collective memory? Like many, I  


